
Covering with Quarter Mil Mylar:          
One Way To Do It.   
 
By Derek McGuckin  Fall 2007 Revised Feb. 2008 
 
I do not consider myself an expert on covering with mylar. I am comfortable with how I 
do it and the results work for me. This method is based on the way Al Brush, Michael 
Woodhouse, Graham Knight and I am sure others have done it. If it works the credit goes 
to them. If it doesn’t then blame me!  
 
This is a quick conversion of a Web Page series originally posted on the Small Flying 
Arts Forum web page. It can be reached at: 
http://www.smallflyingarts.com/cgi-bin/yabb2/YaBB.pl?num=1191961733 

 
Pros and Cons of Quarter Mil Mylar.  
 
Pros:  
1. Weight: Quarter Mil mylar is the lightest covering regularly used in outdoor free flight 
that I am aware of.  
2. Waterproof: Quarter Mil mylar does not sag with humidity.  
3. Color Variety: You can dye it any color you want by mixing the various Rit dyes. 
You can spray it with several kinds of paint such as Design Master Floral or Tamiya 
Polycarbonate 
4. Shrinks with heat: Goes around those pesky complex curves  
5. Available in a metalized form The sunlight flashing off the metalized mylar covered 
rudder can keep a plane in view for a long time!  
 
Cons: 
1. Can be tricky to apply. Less tricky if you follow these directions  
2. Does not impart structural strength. Unlike tissue, Quarter Mil mylar will not 
strengthen the structure. The structure needs to be strong before you cover it with Quarter 
Mil mylar.  
3. Not very puncture resistant. Easy to patch with magic tape.  
4. It is not tissue! Let's face it tissue is pretty cool stuff!  
 
   The main use for Quarter Mil mylar is when you have a stiff enough structure and you 
want to save weight. Quarter Mil mylar is lighter than tissue with several coats of dope. If 
you fly where it is humid, like I do, then Quarter Mil mylar is very nice because it is not 
affected by humidity. No more saggy tissue for those early morning flights!  
 
   Another option is to use both Quarter Mil mylar and tissue. This is rapidly becoming 
my favorite covering technique. You cover the structure with Quarter Mil mylar and 



shrink it. Then apply tissue right over the mylar using thinned dope. One coat of dope 
will attach the tissue to the mylar. This gives you some of the best of both materials. The 
Quarter Mil mylar seals the airframe and the tissue gives a bit more strength. It ends up 
weighing less that tissue with multiple coats of dope because you use a lot less dope!  
If you want a completely opaque covering for a scale subject; first cover with metalized 
Quarter Mil mylar then your tissue of choice. It will be opaque and the sun will not shine 
through it.  
 

 
. Here is the goal: a set of P-20 wings covered with the techniques I will describe.  
  

 
The film canister gives you a idea of the size of the wing. The red mylar could be a bit 
darker but overall I am pleased with the color.  
 



 
Dyeing Mylar 
 
Dying 0.0025 mylar is not hard. It just takes a while! You will need the following:  
 

 
 
1. A Crock pot. You can buy them cheap. Mine cost $12.99 and the dye will slowly stain 
the bowl so you might not want to use the one you all ready have  
 
2. Rit dye of the color you want. Most supermarkets and Target like stores carry it. I have 
used blue, red and black with good results. Mix it up according to the instructions on the 
box. The jar in the picture is my supply of red dye. You can use it over again if you want.  
 



 
 
3. Quarter mil mylar: I get mine from FAI model supply or Starlink. Not all mylar is 
created equal. Some shrinks more than others. The ones I suggest work well for me. The 
red mylar in the picture is my latest batch.  
 
4. Simple Green: to clean the mylar after you dye it.  
  
You can cut the mylar to the size you need before you dye it if you like. Leave an inch of 
border so you have something to pull on when you attach it to the wing. Or you can dye 
up a whole mess of it and cut it to size later.  
 
Mix up your Rit dye according to the directions and pour it into the crock pot. Place the 
mylar in and turn it on medium. The exact temperature is not critical. Now you do 
anything else you want for a long time. I cook my mylar for 6-8 hours. I check it every 
once in a while to see if I need to add any more water.  
 
After the cooking time pull the mylar out and let it air dry on some paper towels. The 
mylar will look awful. It is covered with a crust and lots of wrinkles. That is when you 
use your Simple Green. Spray it on and let it sit for several minutes. Wipe it off with a 



paper towel and you should have nicely dyed mylar. If it is not dark enough place it back 
into the crock pot and let it cook for another hour or two. The wrinkles will come out 
when we attach the mylar to the wing.  
 
Here is what I use too apply mylar:  
 

 
My adhesive of choice is Velcro brand glue. I get mine at JoAnn's fabrics. I have heard 
that Michaels and larger crafts, fabric store carry it. I thin the glue with acetone. I have 
used MEK as well but it is pretty nasty stuff. I use an epoxy mixing cup and plastic 
pipette for the thinning.  
 I keep a toothpick handy to test the consistency. Dip the toothpick in the thinned glue. 
If the glue sticks too the toothpick; it is to thick add some more thinner. If it pours off the 
toothpick then add more glue. You want a slow drip. I use a small flat paintbrush to apply 
the thinned glue.  
 
Some more tools you will need:  
 



 
 
You will need a covering iron. Most hobby shops carry them. I use two. I find a trimming 
iron is handy for applying the mylar. It is the small one in the picture. A regular covering 
iron works great for shrinking the mylar once it is applied.  
The circular gadget is an iron temperature gauge. I will be posting the temperature of the 
irons for attaching and shrinking mylar. If you match the temperature on your iron then 
you know it will work.  
Single blade razor blades are essential for trimming the mylar once it is applied. Buy a 
box of 100 hundred and use a new blade at the first sign of tearing.  
 
Let's stick some mylar to a wing. I will use the stabilizer for the 
demonstration.  
 
Preparation:  The surfaces where you will glue the mylar need to be smooth. I apply a 
50/50 dope thinner coat and then sand with 320 grit sandpaper. I run my finger over 
wherever the glue is going to go and sand anyplace where it feels rough. Clean the dust 
off with tacky cloth.  
 
Because the mylar covering will be airtight, you need to poke a small hole with a pin 



through each rib and the end ribs. This allows the air pressure to equalize on hot days and 
when you are shrinking the mylar. Warm air will expand and it can loosen the mylar, 
especially on a wing with undercamber.  
 
The Stab ready to cover:  

 
Applying the Glue: Mix up the Velcro glue with thinner as described before. Use a small 
flat brush and apply to the leading edge, trailing edge, end ribs and center rib. If the wing 
is undercambered then apply glue to the bottom surface of each rib. I apply two coats of 
glue, Three on the lower undercambered surface letting each dry to the touch. I then run 
my finger over each surface to make sure that the glue is applied smoothly. Sand lightly 
if you find any globs.  
 
Applying the Mylar: Cut your mylar to size. You can cover with one piece if you want 
by running it from the trailing edge, around the leading edge and back to the trailing 
edge. I suggest two pieces for your first attempt. Cut them so that they overhang by about 
an inch. This gives you something to hang on to.  
 
Heat your covering iron to around 175 deg. F. Lay the mylar on the stab. I start on the top 
middle of the trailing edge. Tack the mylar down with the tip of your covering iron. The 



heat of the iron will activate the glue and the mylar will stick. Pull the mylar to the end of 
the trailing edge and tack down. You do not need to pull it very tight, just tight enough so 
that some of the wrinkles start to come out.  
 
Then use the covering iron to attach the mylar between the two tack points. Go slowly 
and slide the covering iron along so that air bubbles do not get trapped under the mylar. If 
there is some extra when you get to the end of the stab, pop off the tack point by gently 
pulling and smooth the mylar down with the covering iron.  
 
The mylar should attach without any problems. If it does not then you either need more 
glue, or the covering iron is not hot enough. Make sure it is around 175 deg. or a little 
hotter. If you need more glue, carefully pull the mylar off and apply more.  
 
Once the mylar is attached to the trailing edge, carefully pull the mylar over the leading 
edge and tack it down at the middle and each end. Use the tip of your covering iron to 
attach the mylar between the tack points the same way you did the trailing edge. Be 
careful and you can get it down smooth. Once it is attached then do each end rib. At this 
point the top should be covered and looks like this:  
 

 



 
Trim the excess with a brand new razor blade. I trim the mylar flush on the top side. 
Repeat the same process on the bottom. Once the mylar is attached trim so that there is a 
small overlap onto the top. Brush on some thinned Velcro glue to the overlap and stick it 
down using your finger, being careful that it is smooth. Use the tip of your covering iron 
to get the mylar to go over the edges and stick it down. Take it slow and it will work 
great. You can do it!  
 
On undercambered ribs I start at the trailing edge. I use the tip of the covering iron and 
proceed about 3/4 of an inch at a time. I start at the middle ribs and work out toward the 
edges. Once the mylar is attached 3/4 ' along each rib, I go back to the middle and do 
another section of rib, until I reach the leading edge.  
 
Shrinking Mylar: We’re almost done. Turn your covering iron up to around 300 deg 
F. If it is to hot it will melt the mylar. Lightly run the covering iron over the mylar. At 
300 deg. F. you can touch the mylar. As the iron touches the mylar it will shrink. All of 
those crinkles will disappear!  
 
 

 



 
Go slowly and do both the top and bottom. Sometimes you will have a particularly pesky 
wrinkle. If it refuses to come out let it sit for a couple days and try again. The mylar 
seems to recover a bit of its shrinking ability over time. If a wrinkle refuses to come out, 
remember to apply the mylar a bit tighter the next time you cover with it.  
 
On the undercamber make sure that as you shrink the mylar that it does not pop off of the 
rib. If you used three coats of glue on each rib this should not be a problem.  
 
Here is a picture of the finished stab along with another stab that is covered with tissue 
over mylar.  
 

 
Extras: 
In my experience silver metalized mylar does not shrink as much as clear. Therefore you 
need to be careful that it is pretty tight when applied.  
 
I use vinyl numbers to attach my AMA number to the wing. You can also use Design 
Master floral spray from Michaels for numbers as well.  
 



If you do not want to dye mylar Design Master spray works well on mylar. Either spray it 
on the outside or attach a side to the wing and spray the inside, then cover the other side 
with clear mylar so that the paint is on the inside. Tamiya spray paint for polycarbonate 
shells also works well.  
 
Tissue over Mylar 
  
One of my favorite ways to cover an airplane is with tissue over Mylar. These pictures 
are of the 1952 Wakefield: Dunham's All American Rubber Model. Here is a picture of 
the fuselage:  
  

 
  
The first step is to apply the quarter mil mylar as explained previously. 
The mylar covered fuselage ready to be shrunk:  
  

 
  
In the picture the mylar is too loose around the front windshield area. I cut it out and 
applied as two pieces which worked fine. 
  
Once you have a nice drum tight mylar covering on your plane it is time to stick on the 



tissue. There are at least two techniques to do this. What follows is the way I do it and I 
like my results.  
  
 
Tight mylar:  
  

 
  
 



Materials I use to attach tissue to mylar:  
 

 
  
1. Tissue: I use Japanese Esaki tissue.  
2. Nitrate Dope:   
3. Dope thinner:  
4. Paint Brush/ foam brush: To apply thinned dope  
5. Fine Mist Water Spray Bottle for wetting tissue before application  
6. Single bladed Razor blades: cutting and trimming tissue  
  
Mix up a small amount of thinned dope. I like it on the thin side: 30-40 % dope to 
thinner.  
 
Cut your tissue to size. I make sure the tissue panels overlap a little so that there is tissue 
sticking to tissue. Then spray tissue with a light mist of water. I wipe off the excess water 
with a paper towel. We are shooting for slightly humid. Lay the tissue on the plane. The 
water will help it stay where you want it.  
  
  



 
  
Apply the thinned dope with your brush starting in the middle and working toward the 
edges. Try to push the air bubbles out as you go. Not all will come out but they disappear 
as the dope dries. The tissue will look all wrinkled. Don’t worry it will settle down and 
look great. Let the dope dry making sure that the edges of the panels stay stuck down. 
The tissue panel will dry quickly because the dope is mostly thinner.  
  
  
 



Tissue panel completely doped:  
  

 
  
 



Finished Panel:  
  

 
  
 That's pretty much it. I put a second thin coat of dope on which really seals the tissue and 
allows me to fly in high humidity without the tissue sagging.  
Here is what you end up with:  
  



 
  
A covered fuselage ready for some trim!  
  
The main variant on applying tissue over Mylar is to brush the dope onto the bare mylar. 
Lay the tissue on and run thinner onto the tissue activating the underlying dope. Pretty 
much the traditional method of attaching tissue with dope, you just do it on Mylar instead 
of balsa!  
  
 
Try it, it works really well!  
 
Derek McGuckin 
 
If you have any questions, please contact me at derekmcguckinataol.com 
 
 
 
 
 



Sources for Materials: 
 
Aerodyne:  http://www.freeflightmodels.com/ 
 
FAI Model Supply: http://www.faimodelsupply.com/ 
 
Starlink/ Flitetech: http://www.starlink-flitetech.com/index.htm 
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